
UPDATED SATURDAY ELF SCHEDULE 

 

EXHIBITION HALL: 
11am-1pm Book Sales & Signings, with lunch selections for sale from Blue Box Cafe 
 
EXHIBITION HALL STAGE: 
10am Writing in Our Moment  
Jerry Brennan presents on the state of independent writing and what independent publishers look 
for from potential authors. 
 

11:30am Taking It To The Next Level: From Readership to Authorship   
Author Reggie Kee is focused on finding the next young wordsmiths in the 
area. Join him to learn how to take your passion, talent, and purpose to 
the next level and use your skills to develop your writing. 
 
1pm Taking the Page to the Stage 
William Pack (author of The Essential Houdini) presents his acclaimed 
Houdini biography program. William strips away the myths to expose the 
true story of the American self-liberator, Europe’s eclipsing sensation, 
World’s handcuff king, Exposer of fraud, Original prison breaker, and 

magician. An American icon who has inspired generations to dare 
to dream of the impossible. Includes recreations of some of 
Houdini’s tricks, a Q&A session, and book signing. 
 
2:30pm Featured Speaker: Chuck Wendig 
Chuck Wendig is a jack-of-all trades, dabbling in everything from 
video games, to novels, to writing advice, to all things life advice 
via his terribleminds blog. Chuck is inviting all the Penmonkeys of 
the world to unite and join him as he imparts his most likely NSFW 
wisdom and thoughts to you. Don’t say we didn’t warn you! 
 
REHEARSAL ROOM: 

9:30pm Writing In Our Moment: Writing About Sexual 
Abuse – Amy Danzer in conversation w/Zoe Zolbrod, author 
of The Telling 
We are living in a moment when many women, as well as 
men and transgendered people, are finally breaking the 
silence and telling their stories of assault and abuse – acts 
necessary to create awareness, give others strength to 
likewise speak out or at least say no, and discourage 
predators from preying. To write about sexual abuse 
requires terrific courage, delicacy, strength, and skill – all 
of which Zoe Zolbrod exhibits in her memoir, The Telling. 

Amy Danzer will talk with Zolbrod about the ways in which she was able to walk the tightrope of 
telling, the aftermath of her book’s publication, and the continued – if not growing – relevance of the 
topic. 
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11am Writing in Our Moment: Arnie Bernstein with Gint Aras 
Gint Aras sits down with Arnie Bernstein, author of Swastika Nation: Fritz 
Kuhn and the Rise and Fall of the German-American Bund, which is the 
true story of an American Nazi group with a national presence in the 
1930s. The two will discuss the influence of American’s forgotten 
histories’ on modern culture. 
 
12:30pm Writing In Our Moment: The White Male in Contemporary 
Letters  
Gint Aras discusses the white male writing in the age of Trump. 
 
2pm Writing In Our Moment: Gint Aras with Rebecca Makkai 
Gint Aras sits down with Rebecca Makkai, author of The Great Believers, 
on the AIDS crisis in Chicago in the 80’s, to discuss writing about Chicago 
and questions of culture and identity. 
 

GREEN ROOM: 
9am PANEL: THE BOOK SERIES—FROM PLANNING TO MARKETING  
Sandra Ulbrich Almazan, Lauren Jankowski, A.J. Pine, Gregory Thompson 
Panelists will discuss topics such as why write a series, the different types of series, series length, 
plotting, tracking details from book to book, and marketing. 
 
11am PANEL: GETTING THE WORD OUT—HOW AUTHORS 
MARKET THEMSELVES TO THE WORLD 
Wayne Turmel, A.J. Pine, Bradley James Weber, Gregory 
Thompson, Liz Melvin, Melissa Franic, Colleen Davidson 
One of the great challenges of sharing your book with the 
world is finding the correct path to market it to readers. Join 
both traditionally published and self-published authors and 
editors as they discuss marketing tips and tricks to help you 
get your book in the hands of readers. 
 
12:30pm WRITING WORKSHOP: SENSORY REVELATION 
Elizabeth Melvin, Lily Escobedo, Melissa Franic, Colleen Davidson 
This interactive writing workshop will engage sight, sound, taste, touch, and smell to evoke 
sensation in writing. The workshop is generative for new projects and applicable as well for works 
in progress. Join authors Lily Escobedo, Melissa Franic, and Liz Melvin in cultivating sensory 
writing. 
 
2:30pm Writing In Our Moment: Complicating the Parent Narrative – Amy Danzer in conversation 
with authors Paula Carter and Billy Lombardo  
Amy Danzer will talk with authors Paula Carter and Billy Lombardo about ways they have 
complicated their narratives to reveal truths about parenting in our time. The discussion will not be 
limited to writing the novel, but will extend to conversation about writing nonfiction essays as well 
as poetry. All genre writers are welcome. 


